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CERTIFIED MAIL # 7011 0470 0001 0202 2047 RETURN RECEIPT REQUESTED

Re: Submittal of Alternate Decommissioning Schedule
Source Material License # SUA- 1548
NRC Inspection Report 040-08964/09-002

Dear Mr. Mandeville:

Power Resources, Inc. dib/a Cameco Resources (Cameco) is herein providing a current version
of an alternate decommissioning schedule for the Smith Ranch-Highland Uranium Project as
requested by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) in a letter dated June 22, 2012 and
received by Cameco on June 29, 2012. Attached are restoration schedules, water balances, and
water balance assumptions submitted to the Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality
(WDEQ) - Land Quality Division (LQD) under Permit 633 and 603 as submitted April 30, 2012
that are pending review and approval.

Please contact me at 307-358-6541, ext. 476 or email Kenneth Garouttekcameco.com if you
have any questions.

Respectfully,

Ken Garoutte
Safety, Health, Environment, Quality (SHEQ) Manager

KG/kg

Attachments: Restoration Schedules, Water Balances, and Assumptions

cc: File SR 4.6.4.1
Document Control Desk, NRC - CERTIFIED MAIL # 7011 0470 0001 0202 2030

ec: Cameco-Cheyenne

NUCLEAR. The Clean Air Energy.



Highland Water Balance Assumptions (Permit 603)
Revision 6
2/3/2012

1. The Ground Water Sweep is calculated on the volume of water withdrawn from the formation.

2. The 8 pore volumes of RO treatment were calculated on the volume of permeate injected not

the volume of water withdrawn from the formation.

3. Did not assume any production RO's are installed to treat the mine unit bleed. The final

production center for Highland at Sat 3 is several miles from the CPP and there are not any

connecting pipelines to the Highland Central Processing Plant.

4. The Highland Central Processing Plant will process elutions from third party toll milling, North

Butte, and will dry slurry from Gas Hills.

5. A mine unit control bleed of 40 gpm has been included in the water balance for use anywhere

on the Highland side of the property. The control bleed is a provision for excursion control.

6. The ground water sweep is used for RO make up water in the water balance. A provision has

been included for an up to 5% bleed to be used during the RO phase for hydraulic control.

7. The recovery on the RO's will be 80%

8. Concentrate will be blended with GWS and sent to the land application disposal circuit.

9. The pore volume assumptions came from the 2010/2011 (Rev 3) approved surety estimate.

10. The DDW disposal volumes are the most recent volumes to date from the mine.

11. The assumed disposal capacity is maintained for the life of the project.

12. The assumed disposal includes land application for the life of the project.

13. The colored bars show the timeline of the restoration for each mine unit.

14. The red outline shows the period of GWS.

15. The water balance assumes that the current installed RO capacity remains constant for the

restoration effort at Highland.

16. Beginning 2028 water from Smith Ranch will be disposed at HUP.

17. The assumed production bleed was 1 %.

18. Future internal production plans were used in the water balance to calculate production

disposal required but are not shown on the water balance spreadsheet.







Smith Ranch Water Balance Assumptions (Permit 633)
Revision 6
2/3/2012

1. The Ground Water Sweep is calculated on the volume of water withdrawn from the formation.

2. The 8 pore volumes of RO treatment were calculated on the volume of permeate injected not

the volume of water withdrawn from the formation.

3. Production RO's are installed to treat all Mine Unit Bleed at the SRH. The water is to be used as

process water in the plant. The goal is to eliminate the use of fresh water in the plant.

4. The water balance assumes that Reynolds Ranch Production is processed at the Smith Ranch

CPP.

5. A mine unit control bleed of 20 gpm has been included in the water balance for use anywhere

on the site. The control bleed is a provision for excursion control.

6. The ground water sweep is used for RO make up water in the water balance. A provision has

been included for an up to 5% bleed to be used during the RO phase for hydraulic control.

7. The recovery on the RO's is assumed to be 80%.

8. The pore volume assumptions came from the 2010/2011 approved surety estimate (Rev 3).

9. The DDW disposal volumes are the most recent volumes to date from the mine.

10. The assumed disposal capacity is maintained for the life of the project.

11. The colored bars show the timeline of the restoration for each mine unit.

12. The red outline shows the period of GWS.

13. The water balance assumes that the 500 gpm (feed) RO will be installed at SR in 2028.

14. 250 gpm (feed) RO is added at SR2 in 2029 and an additional 500gpm (feed) is installed at SR2 in

2032 for the restoration of Mine Units 9, 10.

15. Mine Units 9 and 10 need to be restored together because they are in the same sand units.

16. The assumed production bleed is 1 %
17. Future internal production plans were used in the water balance to calculate production

disposal required but are not shown on the water balance spreadsheet.






